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About the Community of Practice on Communications and Retention 

History & Background 
The strength of our Arizona public universities is highlighted through our best assets - our people. 

The Community of Practice on Communications and Retention (COP) brought together a network of 

leaders who are experts in how to use strategic messaging and communication practices to support 

students. By sharing promising practices, enabling collaboration for innovative approaches to 

student support, and connecting great minds around big ideas, this COP  aimed to increase student 

retention at each of our institutions.
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COP At-A-Glance  

COP & Subcommittee Members 
NAME TITLE MEMBERSHIP 

Christine Salvesen Assistant Vice Provost, Student Success & 
Retention Innovation (UAZ) 

COP 

Jenny Nirh Director, Collaboration, Communication & 
Outreach (UAZ) 

COP, Continuing Students 

Sarah Kyte Senior Research Scientist, Student Success 
& Retention Innovation (UAZ) 

COP 

Wendy Bruun  Assistant Vice President, Student Affairs 
(NAU) 

COP 

Cari Wilkins Director, Enrollment Services, Statewide 
(NAU) 

COP 

April Cook Director, Student Affairs Strategic Initiatives 
(NAU) 

COP 

Trevor Ritland Communications Manager (NAU) COP, Continuing Students 

Crystal Miller Director, Student Success Innovations 
(ASU) 

COP, Continuing Students 

Natalie Goebig Director, Strategic Communications (ASU) COP 

Andrea Stark Communications Coordinator (ASU) Continuing Students 

Jennifer Ludwig Director, Strategic Interventions (UAZ) Continuing Students 

Christe LePeau Financial Literacy Coordinator (UAZ) Financial Obligations 

Melissa Heinrich Assistant Vice President, Financial Aid and 
Scholarship (ASU) 

Financial Obligations 

Esther Cuellar Assistant Director, Enrollment Management 
(NAU) 

Financial Obligations 

Ty Seibel Associate Director, Academic Enterprise 
Communications (ASU) 

Financial Obligations 

Jackie Henderson Assistant Director, Communications (NAU) Financial Obligations 

 

16 
COP & Subcommittee 

Members 

7 
COP Sessions 

8 
Subcommittee Sessions 
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Discussions Included Materials Shared 
 Retention & Communication 

Strategies 
 Operational Structures 
 Current Efforts & Initiatives 
 Assessment Metrics & Results 

 

 ASU Fall 2022 Registration Toolkit 
 ASU Partner Training Resources 
 UAZ University Statements Examples (DACA) 
 UAZ Embedding Messages Guide 
 UAZ Smart Communications Planning Guide 
 UAZ New Student Interest Survey 
 UAZ Retention Communication Playbook 
 NAU Pulse Survey 

Setting the Foundation: Institutional Successes and Challenges 

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY (ASU): 
ASU aims to communicate smarter and reduce over-messaging to students by utilizing transparent 

and consistent communication channels. They take a data-driven approach, using multiple channels 
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Challenges Our Institutions Face: 
¶ NAU highlights the challenge of data infrastructure and technology support. The current 

system may not be robust enough to support communication journeys while maintaining 

personalized content. 

¶ ASU faces the challenge of maturing their communications to cater to different student 

populations and frame messages accordingly. The lack of a standardized way to measure 

student engagement with services indicates a need for an enterprise-wide appointment 

scheduling system. 

¶ ASU's decentralized model for the academic experience of enrolled students poses 
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completing, and submitting forms, highlighting the associated risk of assuming that funds will always 

be readily available. 

Highlighted Promising Practices 

¶ Provide increased levels of support for continuing students during the admissions process to 

understand finances and complete FAFSA and why we need documents we need 

¶ Offer the same priority deadlines to make it less confusing for families with students at 

multiple institutions. Improvements could include making language similar, simplifying text, 

and a larger message sent to students and family to communicate a date that is the same for 

all each year. 

Continued Challenges 

¶ Limited resources for continuing students, which impacts the data analysis and 

understanding, along with ability to implement engagement strategies 

“We may not be the ones designing the process, but we are responsible for the 

communications and the impact on retention and outreach efforts.” 

Topic 2: Assessing student communication preferences 
During the second discussion topic, members focused on how developing guidelines to design 

surveys around students is difficult, and best practices for the design process. 

Ideas generated included: 

¶ Testing scenarios to see which has the biggest impact. 

¶ Is there a faculty member or researcher at any of our institutions that can talk about platforms 

and help us anticipate communication trends? 

¶ What is the data telling us about the students that need more support? 

Topic 3: How do you measure success at your institution? What analytics do you 

utilize? 
The discussion on measuring success at institutions revolved around various metrics and approaches 

towards understanding students’ state of mind and how to connect with them. 

Highlighted Promising Practices 

¶ Benchmarking retention and graduation rates for populations with targeted communications. 

¶ Considering social psychology factors that influence quality of life in communications. 

¶ Utilizing chatbot check-ins to understand students' well-being. 

¶ Adding sense of belonging questions in surveys. 

¶ Switching from individual assistance to gauging the overall climate on campus.  

Continued Challenges 

¶ Managing overlapping questions and information across multiple surveys  

¶ The impact of online learning on survey response rates 
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Topic 4: Creating an inbox to see 80% of the emails that students are receiving.  
The conversation focused on consolidating student messaging and tracking student response rates. 

Sub questions that were explored during the discussion of this topic included, What are you utilizing 

to consolidate student messaging to see student response rate? Does anyone use a persona to track 

emails with students? Strategies mentioned are outlined below. 

Highlighted Promising Practices 

¶ Recruiting student employees to assess email volume and quality 

¶ Identify mass email communicators utilizing system reporting and tracking (Salesforce) 

¶ Providing best practices and templates to communicators to improve communications 

¶ Exploring the use of a student persona to send emails 

¶ Visualizing student responses, such as creating an inbox or using low-tech solutions like 
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Overall, the discussion revolved around the need for comprehensive and targeted communication 

strategies, long-term planning, pre-enrollment education, addressing financial aid concerns, and 

supporting students through enrollment processes and beyond, especially in light of the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Highlighted Promising Practices 

¶ The ASU Registration toolkit is a resource used to streamline and enhance the enrollment 

process for students. It includes various components such as a spreadsheet with links and a 

calendar of communications, visual elements like photos and branding, social media 
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¶ 
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¶ Using appropriate verbiage, such as "Determining your Financial Aid Cost," to ensure clear 
communication with students.  

¶ Partner with Admissions on Spanish-content, such as materials and at events 
o Have presentations available in Spanish to ensure inclusivity (i.e. recruitment) 
o Send bilingual mailers to high schools with higher Spanish-speaking populations  
o Send emails that include a button enabling families to access translated versions of 

the emails on a separate webpage 
o P

https://nau.edu/espanol/
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¶ Implement journeys in Marketing Cloud, where students receive targeted emails based on 

their current stage. 

¶ Collaborate with admissions to ensure timely messaging and outreach to current students, 

track call data, and identify themes. 

Continued Challenges 

¶ Promoting programs and responsible borrowing. 

¶ Supporting students facing financial struggles when financial options are limited. 

¶ Lagging financial literacy and understanding of financial wellness. 

¶ Acknowledgement that more personnel are needed to extract valuable insights from the 

collected data. 

¶ Salesforce email automation challenging for financial aid communications. 

Topic 4: Communications strategies to eliminate duplicate efforts and mixed messaging for 

students and how we’re helping student

¶ 
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Financial Obligations Collaborative Opportunities 
1. Connect on communication systems utilized for student outreach, i.e., SMS systems, 

voicemail drops, Hey Sunny. 

2. Improve how we make use of student workers to translate financial aid information to 

Spanish. 

3. Align financial aid services to university HSI efforts including translation of resources, 

collaborative efforts with multicultural student service departments, and workshops offered in 

Spanish. 

4. Help students to understand borrowing responsibly, finding the balance between taking 

what you need and being aware of debt. 

5. Use of interactive surveys to gauge where students are at in their financial aid journey. 

Continuing Students Collaborative Opportunities 
1. Look at improving how fast to engage students that stop out and don’t say anything; sooner 

than waiting several terms to target those students. 

2. Improve what we do with data captured on students that stop out and funnel it into a central 

location.  

3. Make data easier for everyone to understand for those that are not power users.  

4. Generate accessible academic feedback to students regarding their course progress 

throughout the term rather than at the end. 

COP Resulting Collaboration 
Scaled Innovation: UAZ’s Retention Communication Playbook & NAU’s 

Communication Collaborative 
One of our earlier meetings as a COP involved the UA team sharing their Retention Communication 

Playbook, which creates transparency regarding student communications and reduces duplication in 

retention and success communications across campus. Our NAU team walked away inspired about 

how this idea could help us resolve many of the same communications challenges faced here. A 

collaboration was launched between UA and NAU to continue the conversation, and with funding 

support from NAU and the AIA, NAU was able to successfully complete a first draft of our very own 

“Communication Collective.” 
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COP Evaluation 
After the conclusion of COP and Subcommittee meetings, a survey was conducted to provide 

understanding on how the COP benefited participants in their work and to provide feedback that 

can be used for future efforts. Below are the results. An interactive results summary is available here. 

 

 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/AnalysisPage.aspx?AnalyzerToken=qGUmSp9cqe7SMig1Vorec8KD8UW5F0vo&id=n57UJ-GJoEqZo9NbV7K6A4LX6fl-X1pLp-Oe0QJdCuBUMEJMNTBEMTBKOTBOQzJRSEtEVVhCOERTWC4u
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Question 6 full options text:  

Increased knowledge of promising practices in communications and retention, Increased ability to 

apply promising practices in communications and retention in my job, Improved understanding of 

the student experience, Participated in a community of others interested in communications and 

the student 
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